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ABSTRACT Histograms are used in various fields to quickly profile the distribution of a large amount of data. However, it is challenging to efficiently utilize abundant parallel resources in modern processors for histogram construction. To make matters worse, the most efficient implementation varies depending on input parameters (e.g., input distribution, number of bins, and data type) or architecture parameters (e.g., cache capacity and SIMD width). This paper presents versatile histogram methods that achieve competitive performance across a wide range of input types and target architectures. Our open source implementations are highly optimized for various cases and are scalable for more threads and wider SIMD units. We also show that histogram construction can be significantly accelerated by TM R Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors for common input data sets because of their compute power from many cores and instructions for efficient vectorization, such as gather-scatter. For histograms with 256 fixed-width bins, a dual-socket 8R R core Intel Xeon E5-2690 achieves 13 billion bin updates TM R per second (GUPS), while a 60-core Intel Xeon Phi 5110P coprocessor achieves 18 GUPS for a skewed input. For histograms with 256 variable-width bins, the Xeon processor achieves 4.7 GUPS, while the Xeon Phi coprocessor achieves 9.7 GUPS for a skewed input. For text histogram, or word count, the Xeon processor achieves 342.4 million words per seconds (MWPS). This is 4.12×, 3.46× faster than phoenix and tbb. The Xeon phi processor achieves 401.4 MWPS, which is 1.17× faster than the Xeon processor. Since histogram construction captures essential characteristics of more general reduction-heavy operations, our approach can be extended to other settings.
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sors)—Single-instruction-stream, multiple-data-stream processors
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Introduction



While the most well known usage of histograms is image processing algorithms [8], histogramming is also a key building block in various emerging data-intensive applications. Common database primitives such as join and query planning often use histograms to estimate the distribution of data in their pre-processing steps [18, 25, 34]. Histogramming is also a key step in fundamental data processing algorithms such as radix sort [31] and distributed sorting [19]. Typically, these data-intensive applications construct histograms in their pre-processing steps so that they can adapt to input distributions appropriately. Histogramming is becoming more important because of two trends: (1) increasing amount of data and (2) increasing parallelism in computing systems. Histograms for Profiling Big Data: The amount of data that needs to be analyzed now sometimes exceeds tera bytes and is expected to be continuously increasing, if not accelerating [5]. This sheer amount of data often necessitates quickly profiling the data distribution through histograms. For tera bytes of data, just scanning them may take several minutes, even when the data are spread across hundreds of machines and read in parallel [5]. Therefore, quickly sampling to profile the data is valuable both to interactive users and to software routines, such as query planners. This preprocessing often involves constructing histograms since they are a versatile statistical tool [24]. Histograms for Load Balancing in Highly Parallel Systems: The parallelism of modern computing systems is continuously increasing, where histograms often play a critical role in achieving a desired utilization through load balancing. Nvidia gpus are successfully adopted to high-performance computing, where each card provides hundreds of hardware TM threads. Intel has also recently announced Xeon Phi coprocessors with ≥240 hardware threads. Not only does the parallelism within each compute node increases (scale up), but also the number of nodes used for data-intensive computation increases rapidly up to thousands in order to overcome limited memory capacity and disk bandwidth per node (scale out) [21]. Unless carefully load balanced, these parallel computing resources can be vastly underutilized. Histograms



are often constructed in a pre-processing step to find a load balanced data partition, for example, in distributed bucket sorting [19]. When histogramming is incorporated as a pre-processing, its efficiency is crucial in achieving a desired overall performance. For example, if the load-balanced partitioning itself is not parallelized in a scalable way, it can quickly become a bottleneck. Nevertheless, efficient histogram construction is a challenging problem that has been a subject of many studies [6, 20]. The difficulty mainly stems from the following two characteristics. First, an efficient histogram construction method widely varies depending on histogram parameters and architecture characteristics. For example, the way bins are partitioned substantially changes suitable approaches. This work considers three common types of histograms that are supported or implemented by widely used tools for data analysis such as R [15], IPP [33], TBB [28], and MapReduce [13, 35]. • Histograms with fixed-width bins is the most common type of histogram. Histograms in this type consist of bins with the same width. For example, typical image histograms have 256 bins with width 1 for each when each of RGB color components is represented by 8-bit integers. • Histograms with variable-width bins is a general type of histogram that can express histograms with any distribution of bin ranges. Histograms in this type are useful to represent skewed distributions more accurately by increasing the binning resolution for densely populated ranges. Logarithmically scaled bins are an example, which are efficient for analyzing the data in a Zipf distribution [11]. The execution time of constructing histograms with variable-width bins is often dominated by computing bin indices when a non-trivial number of bins exist. In this case, binary search, or something similar, is required (§3). • Histograms with unbounded number of bins is a type of histograms where the number of bins are undetermined beforehand. A typical example is text histograms, or word counting, where each bin corresponds to an arbitrary-length word. We use associative data structures such as hash table to represent the unbounded bins. Other important examples also exist such as histograms of the human genome data and histograms of numbers with arbitrary precision. In addition, by performing operations other than summation during histogram bin updates, we can implement the reduction phase of MapReduce programs with associative and commutative reduction operations. Other histogram parameters and architectural characteristics also affect the choice of histogram construction method. For example, skewed inputs speedup methods with threadprivate histograms because of fewer cache misses, while they slow down methods with shared histograms because of more conflicts (§2). Second, histogram construction is challenging to parallelize in a scalable way because bin values to be updated are data-dependent leading to potential conflicts. There are primarily two approaches to parallelize histogramming at the thread level: (1) maintaining shared histogram bins through atomic operations and (2) maintaining per-thread



private histogram bins and reducing them later. The latter is faster when private histograms together fit in the on-chip cache avoiding core-to-core cache line transfers and atomic operations. Conversely, when the working set overflows the on-chip cache, the private histogram method becomes slower due to increased off-chip dram accesses. Likewise, for histograms with associative data structures, using shared data structures needs concurrency control, while using private data structures needs non-trivial reduction techniques (§4.2). The unpredictable conflicts from data-dependent updates are even more problematic to fully utilize wide simd units available in modern processors. To address this difficulty, architectural features such as scatter-add [6] and gather-linked-and-scatter-conditional [20] have been proposed, but they are yet to be implemented in production hardware. Therefore, we need (1) a versatile histogram construction method for a wide range of histogram parameters and target architectures, and (2) a scalable histogram construction method that effectively utilizes multiple cores and wide simd units in modern processors. To this end, we make the following contributions: • We present a collection of scalable parallelization schemes for each type of histogram and target architecture (§2). For histograms with fixed-width bins, we implement a shared histogram method and a per-thread private histogram method, each optimized for different settings (§2). For histograms with variable-width bins, we implement a binary-search method (§3) and a novel partitioning-based method with adaptive pivot selection. Since the partitioning-based method has a higher scalability with respect to the simd width, it outperTM forms the binary-search method in Xeon Phi coprocessors when the number of bins is reasonably small and/or the input is skewed. • We showcase the usefullness of many-core processors in constructing histograms that is seemingly dominated by memory operations. Although many-core procesTM R sors such as nvidia gpus and Intel Xeon Phi have impressive compute power, it can be realized only when those cores and wide simd units are effectively utilized. Therefore, their applicability is not often shown outside compute intensive scientific operations. We show that hardware gather-scatter and unpack loadTM pack store instructions in Xeon Phi coprocessors [3] are key features that accelerate data-intensive operations. For example, they help achieve 6–15× vectorization speedups in our partition-based method and hash function computations. • We demonstrate the competitive performances of our histogram methods in two architectures, (1) dual-socket R R 8-core Intel Xeon processor with Sandy Bridge (snb TM R hereafter) and (2) 60-core Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor with Knights Corner (knc hereafter) (§5). For histograms with fixed-width bins, snb achieves near the memory-bandwidth-bound performance, 12-13 billion bin updates per second (gups) for inputs in the uniform random and Zipf distributions. knc achieves better performance (17–18 gups) thanks to its increased memory bandwidth and hardware gather-scatter support. For histograms with 256 variable-width bins,
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Figure 2: simdified bin update with gather-scatter instructions. (a) Shared histogram method (b) Private histogram method Figure 1: Parallel histogram algorithms for fixed-width bins. snb achieves 4.7 gups using the fastest known tree search method [17] extended to avx. On knc, our novel adaptive partition algorithm shows better performance than binary search algorithm, achieving 5.3– 9.7 gups. For text histograms using a Wikipedia input, snb shows 345 million words per second (mwps) (3.4 and 4.1× faster than tbb and phoenix, respectively), and knc shows 401.4 mwps using simd instructions. • We implement an open-source histogram library that incorporates the optimizations mentioned above (available at [2]).
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Histograms with Fixed-width Bins



This section and the following two describe our algorithms optimized for each bin partitioning type, input distribution, and target architecture. Histogramming can be split into two steps: bin search and bin update. Depending on how bins are partitioned, the relative execution time of each step varies. When the width of bins is fixed, bin search step is a simple arithmetic operation. Therefore, a major fraction of the total execution time is accounted for the bin update step that mainly consists of memory operations with potential data conflicts. Conversely, when bins have variable widths or are unbounded, histogramming time is dominated by the bin search step. For histograms with fixed width bins (in short, fixed-width histograms), the bin search step is as simple as computing (int)((x-B)/W), where W and B denote the bin width and the bin base, respectively. This is followed by the bin update step, which increments the corresponding bin value. Since the simple bin search step consists of a small number of instructions, the memory latency of the bin update step can easily become the bottleneck. Consequently, the primary optimization target for fixed-width histograms is the memory latency involved in the bin update step. This is particularly true in multithreaded settings because of the overhead associated with synchronizing bin updates to avoid potential conflicts.



2.1



Thread-Level Parallelization



We consider two methods for thread-level parallelization, depending on how the bin values are shared among threads. These methods – shared and private – are illustrated in Fig. 1. The shared histogram method in Fig. 1(a) maintains a single shared histogram, whose updates are synchronized via atomic increment instructions. The private histogram method in Fig. 1(b) maintains a private histogram per thread,



which is reduced to a global histogram later. The reduction phase can also be parallelized. The private histogram method has advantages of avoiding (1) the overhead of atomic operation itself (roughly 3× slower than a normal memory instruction according to our experiments), (2) the serialization of the atomic operations when multiple threads are updating the same bin simultaneously, and (3) coherence misses incurred by remotely fetching cache lines that have been updated by other cores recently. The last two issues are particularly problematic to the shared histogram method when there are a few bins or the input data is skewed. The shared histogram method on the other hand has advantages of avoiding (1) off-chip dram accesses when the duplicated private histograms together overflow the last level cache (llc) and (2) the overhead of reduction when the number of bins is relatively large compared to the number of inputs. The target architecture also affects the choice between private and shared methods. For example, the private histogram method is more suitable to knc with private llcs.



2.2



SIMD Parallelization



The bin search step can be vectorized via simd load, subtract, and division instructions. The reduction step in the private histogram method is similarly vectorized. However, vectorizing the bin update step requires atomic simd instructions, such as scatter-add [6] or gather-linked-and-scatterconditional [20] because of potential conflicts across simd lanes. Unfortunately, these hardware supports are yet to be implemented in the currently available processors. When the number of bins is sufficiently small, we can maintain per-simd-lane private histogram at the expense of higher memory pressure. In knc, with this per-simd-lane privatization, we take advantage of hardware gather-scatter instructions to vectorize the bin update step. For example, Fig. 2 illustrates the vectorized bin update step with 3 bins and 4-wide simd. Since the vector width is four, there are four slots for each bin. Depending on the input values, distinguished by the colors in Fig. 2, we read the corresponding bin values using a gather instruction, increment the bin values, and write the updated bin values using a scatter instruction. Note that the per-simd-lane privatization prevents a collision between the 3rd and 4th data elements. Without the privatization, the 3rd bin value would have been incremented twice. After processing the whole input data in this manner, we need to reduce the four simd-lane-private slots into one bin to get the result. When reducing, we simply sum up the private bins using scalar instructions. Gather-scatter instructions in knc are particularly useful for skewed inputs because the instructions are faster
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when fewer cache lines are accessed, resulting in larger simd speedups [22]. In snb, since gather-scatter instructions are not supported, we do not vectorize the bin update step.
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3 Histograms with Variable-width Bins The bin search step with variable-width bins is considerably more involved than that with fixed-width bins. Assuming bin boundaries are sorted, the bin search step is equivalent to the problem of inserting an element into a sorted list; we find the index that corresponds to a given data value by comparing it with bin boundary values. Thus, this step no longer takes a constant time as in the case of fixed-width histograms hence the bin search step is typically the most time consuming. This renders the method for thread-level parallelization (i.e., shared vs. private) a lesser concern because it is easy to parallelize the bin search step without write data sharing. We consider two approaches of the bin search step for variable-width bins: binary search and partitioning. The partitioning method resembles quick sort except that we pick pivots differently and that we stop when the input is partially sorted. This partitioning method has execution time asymptotically similar to that of the binary search method, but it scales better with wider simd. Therefore, the partitioning method generally outperforms the binary search method in knc.



3.1 Binary Search To be scalable with respect to the number of bins, we use binary search for searching bin indices. Its running time is O(N logM ), where N and M denote the number of inputs and bins, respectively (Table 1).



SIMD Parallelization. Binary search can be vectorized and blocked for caches using the algorithm described in Kim et al. [17]. We extend their work using sse instructions to avx and knc instructions. The main idea behind vectorizing binary search is increasing the radix of binary search from 2 to K, where K is the simd width. Instead of comparing the input value with the median, we execute an simd comparison instruction with a K-element vector with M/Kth, 2M/Kth, ..., and (K − 1)M/Kth elements. Consequently, the process becomes K-ary search. The result of comparison indicates which chunk the data would be in, and we recursively continue the comparison for the chunk. Since the radix of the search tree is K instead of 2, the reduction of the tree height and the corresponding simd speedup are both log2 K.



3.2



Partitioning



The partitioning method is based on the partition operation in quicksort. At each step, we pick a pivot value from the bin boundaries for partitioning. At the beginning the median of boundaries is picked as a pivot. Using the pivot, we partition the data into two chunks by reading each element,
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(b) simdified partition algorithm Figure 3: Partitioning algorithms for variable-width bins.



comparing it with the pivot, and writing it to one of the chunks according to the comparison. We continue partitioning these two chunks recursively until inputs are partitioned into M chunks. Note that M is the number of histogram bins. Then, histogram bin values are computed by simply counting the number of elements in each chunk. Although the asymptotic complexity of the partitioning method is the same as the binary search method (if M N , which is typically the case), its simd speedup, K, is larger than that of the binary search method, log2 K. § 5 shows that this leads to better performance of the partitioning method in knc that has wide simd instructions. This is also facilitated by the following optimization techniques.



Adaptive Partitioning. For the skewed data, we can improve the performance of partition algorithm by selecting the pivot values adapting on the input distribution. The main idea is to prune out a large chunk of data earlier so that we eliminate later operations on that chunk. Fig 3(a) shows how adaptive pivot selection improves performance. In this example, the input data is skewed to the first bin. Thus, we pick the first boundary as a pivot level 1 instead of the median. After partitioning, we do not need to partition the chunk at the left-hand side because all its elements belong to the first bin of histogram. In other words, we prune out the data elements skewed to the first bin at level 1. We apply the normal partitioning algorithm to the other chunk at level 1. Since this chunk is much smaller than the chunk at the left-hand side, the overhead of continuing partitioning it is also small. The detailed algorithm is as follows. First, we check if the data is skewed. We sample some data elements and



SIMD Parallelization. The partition method can be accelerated by vectorizing the comparison. Fig 3(b) describes how the partition method can be simdified. Instead of comparing each element with the pivot, we compare a vector register populated with input data elements to another vector register filled with repeated pivot values. Based on the comparison result, we write each data element to different chunks using an pack store with masking instruction (knc supports this type of instructions [3]). Since snb does not support such instructions and has narrower simd, the binary search method is faster than the partitioning method in snb.



4 Histograms with Text Data For the text histogram, or word counting, we need an associative data structure to represent an unbounded number of bins. We use hash tables each of whose entry records a word and its frequency. The bin search step consists of hashing and probing, and the bin update step increments the frequency in case of hit. This section presents our serial, thread-level parallel, and simd implementations of the hash table. We assume that the whole input text is stored in an onedimensional byte array, and we preprocess the raw text data to get indices and lengths of words in the input text. The index of a word is the index of the byte array element that contains the first character of the word. As a result, each word is represented by a pair of the index and the length of the word. The input to our algorithm is a list of these pairs. Consequently, this representation of input data can be applied to an arbitrary data type.



4.1



Serial Hash Table Implementation



Our snb implementation uses a hash function based on the crc instruction in the sse instruction set [1, 16]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the fastest hash function for x86 processors with a reasonably high degree of uniformity in distribution [16]. Using the crc instruction achieves a throughput of 4 characters (one 32-bit word) per instruction. Knc, however, does not support the sse instruction set, thus we need to rely on normal alu instructions. We use xxHash that hashes a group of 4 characters at a time with
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build a small histogram using a simple method like binary search. If the input data is skewed to the ith bin, we perform pruning. When i = 1 or i = M , we partition the data into two chunks. This case is similar to the case in Fig 3(a). Otherwise, we pick the ith and (i + 1)th boundary values as pivots and partition the data into three chunks: C1, C2, and C3. C1 has elements smaller than the ith boundary value, the elements in C2 belong to the ith bin, and C3 has elements bigger than or equal to the (i+1)th boundary value. For C2, we count the number of its elements and update the ith bin. We apply the normal partition algorithm to C1 and C3. Note that, with high probability, random samples match the overall data pattern. Suppose that X% of the input falls into ith bin. The number of samples that fall into the bin follows the binomial distribution, which can be approximated as the normal distribution with an enough number of samples. A rule of thumb for the number of samples, n, is that both n × X/100 and n × (1 − X/100) are greater than 10[9]. Then, with high probability, close to X% of the samples fall into the bin.
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(b) Collisions in Phase 2. Figure 4: Parallel text histogram construction using threadprivate hash tables.



11 instructions. When implemented in snb, xxHash shows a throughput 1.3 times lower than that of the crc-based hash function (4.9 GB/s vs. 6.3 GB/s for Xeon E5-2690). Nevertheless, xxHash can be simdfied for knc as described in § 4.3. Based on the formula proposed in the red dragon book [7], the quality measures of hash functions in crc-based hashing and xxHash are 1.02 and 1.01, respectively. An ideal function gives 1, and a hash function with a quality measure below 1.05 is acceptable in practice [16]. Each hash table entry stores the hash value, occurrence frequency, and index of the associated word. For each word, we first compute its hash value. Using the hash value, we obtain the index to a hash table entry. If the entry is empty, the word has not been processed yet, hence we insert a new entry to the table. Otherwise, we check if it is a hit. We compare the hash values first before comparing the word itself and the word stored in the entry to avoid expensive string comparison. For a hit, we increment the frequency field. Otherwise, a collision occurs. We move on to the next entry and repeat the previous steps. Hash collisions are resolved with an open addressing technique with linear probing. This improves cache utilization significantly.



4.2



Thread-Level Parallelization



A straightforward way of parallelizing text histogram construction would be using a concurrent hash table, such as unordered_map in Intel tbb [28]. However, such shared hash tables incur a lot of transactional overhead induced



by atomic read, insert, update, and delete operations. Since we do not use the data stored in the hash table in the middle of histogram construction and we are only interested in the final result stored in the hash table, text histogram construction can exploit a thread-private hash table. Each thread maintains its own private hash table during histogram construction, and each thread takes care of some portion of the input. After processing all the input data, we reduce private hash tables to a single hash table. Using thread-private hash tables, we achieve better scalability. We avoid expensive atomic operations and coherent cache misses that are introduced by a shared hash table. Our parallel text histogram construction consists of two phases: private histogram construction and reduction. Assume that there are P threads. In the private histogram construction phase, each thread takes a chunk of input data and builds its own private hash table. No synchronization is required between threads. In the reduction phase (Phase 2 in Fig. 4(a)), the threadprivate hash tables are reduced to a single global hash table that contains the desired histogram. Note that we cannot perform entry-wise addition of multiple private hash tables in the reduction phase. For example, the first entry of Thread 0’s table in Fig. 4(b) corresponds to a word “apple”, whereas that of Thread 1’s table corresponds to “computer” (it is the word for the second entry in Thread 0’s table). This happens when the words “computer” and “apple” incur hash collisions and threads 0 and 1 encounter the two words in a different order. To exploit thread-level parallelism in the reduction phase, we divide each private table into P chunks. Each thread takes a chunk of table entries and reduces them into the global table. The reduction procedure is similar to that of building a private hash table with the following differences: 1. No need to recalculate hash values because they are already stored in the source.



3. Needs some atomic instructions to insert a new entry into the global table. Fig. 4(c) illustrates this issue. Two different threads m and n are trying to insert different words into the same entry in the global table. This happens when the global table does not have both words yet. To ensure atomicity, we use the compareand-swap instruction. Note that atomic instructions, such as compare-and-swap, are not needed to update frequency field for a hit. The case when two different threads update the same entry never occurs because there are no duplicated entries for a single word in the private hash table. Thus, each thread always works on a different word.



4.3



SIMD Parallelization



Vectorization of the hash table manipulation involves the following non-trivial challenges: First, the length of words varies unlike numerical data. We consider two vectorization techniques for such variable-length data. One is vectorization within a word (i.e., horizontal vectorization), while the other is vectorization across words (i.e., vertical vectorization). The horizontal vectorization wastes a significant fraction of vector lanes when many words are shorter than the



(a) A hash function using scalar instructions.



1 hashvalvec = initvec 2 for i from 0 to max(lengthvec ) - 1 { 3 validmask = compare(lengthvec , i, LEQ) 4 partvec = gather(validmask ,text, wordIdxvec + i) 5 hashvalvec = SIMDHash(validmask , vhashval , partvec ) 6 } (b) A vectorized hash function.
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2. For a hit in the global table, we add the frequency of the source entry to that of the global entry.



1 hashval = init 2 for i from 0 to length - 1 { 3 part = text[wordIdx + i] 4 hashval = Hash(hashval, part) 5 }
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(c) Vectorized hash table manipulation. Figure 5: simd optimization of text histogram construction.



vector width. It involves cross-simd operations that have long latencies, such as permutation. Thus, vertical vectorization typically performs better but with its own challenge of dealing with differences in the length of words. In Xeon Phi, most vector operations support masking that is very helpful to address this challenge. Second, memory access patterns are irregular. Words are placed in scattered locations, and the ability to efficiently access non-consecutive memory locations is essential. The gather and scatter instructions supported by Xeon Phi also play a critical role in addressing this challenge. Therefore, we limit our simd parallelization to the vertical vectorization technique on knc only.



SIMD hash functions. Fig. 5(a) shows the pseudo code for a scalar hash function. This is our baseline. The hash function consists of two operations: loading a portion of the word (line 3) and computing the hash value (line 4). These two operations are repeatedly executed until we process the entire word. Thus, number of iterations equals the length of the word (line 2). The vectorized hash function is conceptually similar to the scalar one and shown in Fig. 5(b). Each simd lane holds a portion of different words. The hash value is computed using the same equation as that of the scalar implementation, but operating on 16 words per function call. Note that the portions of different words are stored in scattered memory locations. To load these different portions, we use a gather instruction (line 4). Its second argument specifies the base address, and the third argument is used as a offset vector. With the gather instruction, we compose partvec with the values stored at text + wordIdxvec [0] + i, ..., text + wordIdxvec [15] + i. We iterate until the loop index exceeds the length of the longest word (line 2). To avoid unnecessary computation and gather instructions for shorter words, we mask out the corresponding simd lanes. The mask is obtained by comparing the lengths of the words and the loop index (line 3). If the loop index is bigger than the length of a word, the corresponding simd lane is masked out. This simdification technique speeds up our hash function 6.3–10.7 times.



SIMDified hash table manipulation. The algorithm for hash table manipulation can also be vectorized using gather and scatter instructions. Fig. 5(c) illustrates the vectorized version of the algorithm described § 4.1. This vectorization algorithm focuses on vectorizing the insertion operation to the hash table and the case of a hit. The word index vector (¬) and length vector () are inputs to the SIMD hash function. We access the table entries using the table index vector (®) obtained after calling the SIMD hash function. Our simdification is subject to simd lane collisions: i.e., two simd lanes may try to access the same hash table entry simultaneously. To avoid this, we check if there exists a collision between simd lanes by comparing all pairs of simd lane values (¯). We do not vectorize the case of a collision because collisions occur very rarely. We observe that less than 0.5% of hash table accesses result in collisions. We process them using scalar instructions (°). After obtaining the frequency vector (±) using a gather instruction with the table index vector, we check if the corresponding hash table entries are empty (²). If the entry is empty and there is no collision, we insert a new entry using



Sockets×Cores×smt Clock (GHz) L1/L2/L3 Cache (kb) simd Width (Bits) Single Precision gflop/s stream Bandwidth (gb/s)



Intel snb 2×8×2 2.9 32 / 256 / 20,480 128 (sse), 256 (avx) 742 76



Intel knc 1×60×4 1.05 32 / 512 / 512 2,016 150



Table 2: Target architecture specification. Best Performance (gups) Input # of Bins 256 Uniform 32K Skewed 256 (Zipf α=2) 32K



Fixed-width snb knc 13 17 6.3 0.98 13 18 12 11



Variable-width snb knc 4.7 5.3 1.7 0.52 4.6 9.7 2.7 0.83



Table 3: Performance summary for numerical histograms.



a scatter instruction (³). To check for a hash table hit, we perform string comparison. If a hit, we update the frequency using a scatter instruction (´). Otherwise we process the case using scalar instructions (°). This simdification technique speeds up our thread-private hash table manipulation 1.1–1.2 times.
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Experimental Results



Two processor architectures that this paper evaluates are summarized in Table 2, and more details are as follows:



Intel Xeon E5-2690 (Sandy Bridge EP). This architecture features a super-scalar, out-of-order micro-architecture supporting 2-way hyper-threading. It has 256 bit-wide (i.e., 8-wide single-precision) simd units that execute the avx instruction set. This architecture has 6 functional units [1]. Three of them are used for computation (ports 0,1, and 5), and the others are used for memory operations (ports 2 and 3 for load, and ports 2-4 for store). While three arithmetic instructions can be executed in parallel ideally, avx vector instructions have limited port bindings and typically up to 2 avx instructions can be executed in a cycle.



Intel Xeon Phi 5110P coprocessor (Knights Corner). This architecture features many in-order cores, each with 4-way simultaneous multithreading support to hide memory and multi-cycle instruction latency. To maximize area and energy efficiency, these cores are less aggressive: i.e., they have lower single-thread instruction throughput than the snb core and run at a lower frequency. However, each core has 512-bit vector registers, and its simd unit executes 16-wide single-precision simd instructions. Knc has a dual-issue pipeline that allows prefetches and scalar instructions to be co-issued with vector operations in the same cycle [3, 14].



5.1



Numerical Histograms



We use 128M single precision floating point numbers (i.e., 512 mb data) as the input. We run histogram construction 10 times and report the average execution time. We use R Intel compiler 13.0.1 and OpenMP for parallelization. Table 3 lists the best histogramming performance (in billion bin updates per second, gups) for each input type and
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Figure 6: Comparison of private and shared bins in snb for fixed-width bins.



Figure 7: Performance for private bins in snb and knc with fixed-width bins.



target architecture. As expected, fixed-width histogramming is faster, but the gap is not so large because the latter provides opportunity to utilize the increasing ratio of compute to memory bandwidth in modern processors (e.g., exploiting wide simd). For more bins, the performance drops due to increasing cache misses (both with fixed-width and variable-width bins) and increasing compute complexity (with variable-width bins). When the input data are skewed (here, a Zipf distribution with parameter α=2), the performance improves due to increasing temporal locality of accessing bins (fixed-width and variable-width bins) and the partitioning with adaptive pivot selection method used for variablewidth bins in knc. For 256 fixed-width bins, knc outperforms snb, and the gap widens with skewed inputs. For 32K bins and uniform random inputs, knc becomes slower than snb, when the private bins do not fit on-chip caches in knc, while they do in snb. The trend is similar with variable-width bins. The following sections provide more detailed analyses of experimental results.



to the same bin between different threads is being reduced. Similar to the case of private bins, we find an abrupt drop at 4M bins because of the L3 cache capacity misses. To see the effect of skewness on the performance, we use data in Zipf distributions [11]. The degree of skewness in a Zipf distribution is denoted by α. The bigger it is, the more the distribution is skewed. The frequency of a value in a Zipf distribution varies as a power of α (i.e., the frequency follows a power law), and the distribution is skewed towards small values. In this figure, we use Zipf distributions with α values 1 and 2. For ≤4K bins, the input distribution does not affect the performance of private bins because L1 caches can hold the working set. Otherwise, the private bin method performs better with skewed inputs than with the uniform distribution; because of the skewness, fewer cache misses occur. In contrast, the shared bin method performs worse with skewed inputs because of coherence misses. Another reason is that more contention to the same bins between different threads results in more memory access serialization.



5.1.1 Numerical histograms with Fixed-width Bins This section presents experimental data for histograms with fixed-width bins. We show the impact of two different data distributions: uniform random and Zipf.



Comparison between private and shared bins. Fig. 6 compares the performance of private bins with that of shared bins on snb when 16 threads are used. The y-axis is in the logarithmic scale. The black lines of Fig. 6 shows the performances for the data in a uniform randomly distribution. When the number of bins is small, the private bin method is considerably faster than the shared bin method. When increasing the number of bins, the performance of private bins does not change until 4K bins (16 kb per thread and 32 kb per core) when the total size of bins reaches the L1 cache capacity (32 kb). For 512K bins, their total size exceeds the shared L3, resulting in an abrupt drop. At this point, the performance of shared bins becomes better than that of private bins. The performance of private bins continuously decreases due to the reduction overhead caused by many private bins. The performance of shared bins is proportional to the number of bins up to 4M bins because the contention



Scalability of private and shared bins. When private bins are used, thread-level scalability is closely related with the llc capacity. When the total size of private bins is smaller than the llc and ≤4 threads are used, the performance scales almost linearly. However, using >4 threads increases llc misses and degrades the performance for both of snb and knc. When shared bins are used (only for snb), we also need to consider the likelihood of contention between threads to the same bin (through atomic instructions) and coherence misses. For 4K bins, the degree of bin sharing between private caches in different threads is large, hence performing worse than the sequential version. For a larger number of bins, the degree of sharing is smaller, and, in contrast to the private bin case, using more threads does not incur more llc (i.e., L3) misses. Therefore, for larger number of bins, the method with shared bins provides modest speedups (∼2×) with 8 cores and performs better than the private bin method.



Performance. Fig. 7 shows the performance of our histogram algorithms for fixed-width bins. Algorithms used for snb, knc, and knc-gs are described in §2. Both snb



5.1.2



Numerical histograms with Variable-width Bins



6



This section discusses the result for a histogram with variablewidth bins. Since the thread-level scalability of our algorithms is almost linear, we skip the discussion of the threadlevel scalability.



Data in the uniform random distribution. Fig. 8 shows
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Figure 8: Performance in snb and knc for variable-width bins and uniform randomly distributed inputs.



and knc use private bins here. Knc-gs is the case when knc uses gather-scatter instructions. Both knc and knc-gs use four threads per core (total 240 threads), and snb uses two threads per core (total 32). We vary the number of bins. Black lines in Fig. 7 shows the performance for data in uniform distribution. For common cases where ≤2K bins are used, knc performs better than snb. For larger number of bins, snb exploits the cache capacity per thread bigger than knc. The performance of knc starts dropping at 2K bins (8 kb) because four threads per core fully utilize the capacity of the L1 cache (32 kb). For all cases but 8 and 16 bins with data in uniform distribution, knc is faster than knc-gs. Since a single scatter instruction updates 16 data simultaneously in knc-gs [22], it uses 16 copies of the same original bin to avoid data conflicts, and later reduces them. These 16 copies reside in the same cache line. This implies that a single gather-scatter instruction accesses 16 different cache lines in the worst case. However, when the number of bins is smaller under the uniform random distribution, the gather-scatter is more likely to access the same cache line. This is the reason why kncgs is faster than knc at 8 and 16 bins. When the input is skewed, knc-gs can perform better in a wider range of number of bins as will be shown shortly. To see the effect of skewness on the performance of each algorithms, we use Zipf distribution with α = 2 in this experiment. For the data in the Zipf distribution, the result of knc-gs is worth noticing. The performance of knc-gs for the Zipf distribution is better than knc and snb for ≤512 bins. Note that the performance of knc-gs for the uniform distribution is better than knc and snb only up to 16 bins. Similar to the case of the uniform distribution, gatherscatter instructions are likely to access fewer cache lines with fewer bins. When the distribution is skewed, gather-scatter instructions are likely to access even fewer cache lines. This accounts for the reason why knc-gs is better than knc and snb up to 512 bins with the Zipf distribution, instead of 16 bins as with the uniform distribution. We believe that histogramming ≤512 bins for skewed inputs captures an important common case.



the performance of our algorithms for a histogram with variable-width bins and the data in the uniform random distribution. The binary search and partitioning algorithms described in §3.1 and §3.2 are used in this experiment. Note that the partitioning algorithm is not implemented for snb because snb does not support instructions to efficiently vectorize it, namely unpack load and pack store. For ≤256 bins, knc-partition performs the best. The performance of the binary search algorithm discontinuously drops at every point where the number of bins is a power of the simd width (say K). This is because the binary search algorithm uses the same complete simd K-ary search tree even though the number of bins are different. For example, the algorithm shows the same performance at 128 and 512 bins because both cases need complete 8-ary binary search trees with the same height of 3. However, for >256 bins, knc-partition is slower than snb-binary or knc-binary because its execution time partly scales linearly as more bins are used, instead of scaling logarithmically. As explained in §3.2, the time complexity of the partitioning method is M ), where the second term corresponds to O(N logM + N B counting the number of elements in each chunk at the end of processing each block with size B. In order to avoid cache misses, B is limited to the on-chip cache capacity, resulting in the execution time proportional to the number of bins when many bins are used. Note that the performance of snb-binary is competitive with that reported in Kim et. al [17], which is known to be the fastest tree search method. For 64K bins, they report 0.28 gups using sse instructions, while 1.2 gups is achieved with the version of our implementation that uses the same sse instructions. If normalized to the same clock frequency and the number of cores, their performances are similar. For 256 bins, snb-binary is 2.2× faster than the binary search method implemented using scalar instructions in snb (i.e., simd speedup in snb is 2.2×). The same speedup in knc is larger (4.0×) due to wider simd. The simd speedup of knc-partition is 15×, which exhibits the scalability of the partitioning method with respect to simd width. For >256 bins, snb-binary is faster than knc-binary, which is caused by different cache organizations. First, the cache capacity per thread is smaller in knc, when both knc and snb fully use their hardware threads: L1 capacity per thread is 8 kb in knc and 16 kb in snb. Second, snb has a shared L3, which efficiently stores the read-only tree shared among threads.



Data in Zipf distributions. Fig. 9 shows the performance of our algorithm with variable-width bins and inputs in Zipf distributions. In addition to the binary search and basic partitioning methods, we use the partitioning method that performs the adaptive pivot selection described in §3.2 once at the top partitioning level. We can observe that the input distribution does not noticeably affect the performance of binary search, by comparing Fig. 8 and 9.
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Figure 10: Execution time break down of the text histogram construction.
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Figure 9: Performance in snb and knc for variable-width bins and inputs in Zipf distributions.



Size (MB) Word occurrence (106 ) Distinct word occurrence (106 ) Average length of word Distribution



Wikipedia 116 16.7 3.4 4.9 Zipf



Genome 192 16.7 10.4 9 Near Uniform random



Table 4: Input data used for the text histogram.



Knc-partition with Zipf distributions in Fig. 9 is significantly faster than knc-partition with the uniform distribution in Fig. 8 for ≤1K bins and slightly faster for >1K bins. The skewness of the input data affects the partitioning step, and it is more likely to happen that all the elements in the simd vector being partitioned are less than the pivot, resulting in a single partition. This in turn reduces the number of memory writes and improves performance. For ≤1K bins, knc-adaptive-partition performs the best, which shows the effectiveness of our adaptive pivot selection. For >1K bins, the linear performance scaling with respect to the number of bins overwhelms the performance.



5.2



Text Histograms



This section describes the performance of our text histogram implementation with the input data described in Table 4. Wikipedia is a text corpus obtained from the Wikipedia website [4], which is commonly used to evaluate word count applications [13, 35]. We select 224 words excluding meta language tags, and the length of words follows Zipf distribution. Genome is a collection of fixed-length strings extracted from human dna sequences (the same number of words extracted as that of Wikipedia). Genome is much less skewed (close to the uniform distribution) and has more distinct words than Wikipedia. Fig. 10 shows the execution time break down of various text histogram construction techniques. Snb in Fig. 10 corresponds to the thread-level parallelization technique described in §4.2 on snb. It uses two threads per core (total 32 threads). Knc-scalar corresponds to the same thread-level parallelization technique on knc with 4 threads per core, total 240 threads. Knc-vectorized is the vectorized version presented in §4.3 on knc. For Wikipedia, throughputs are 342.4 mwps (million words per second), 209.7 mwps, and 401.4 mwps with snb, knc-



scalar, and knc-vectorized, respectively. For Genome, throughputs are 104.9 mwps, 93.7 mwps, 142.2 mwps with snb, knc-scalar, and knc-vectorized, respectively. Kncvectorized is faster than snb by 1.17× for Wikipedia and 1.36× for Genome. Lower throughputs are achieved for Genome because (1) it has a longer average word length that leads to longer hash function time, and (2) it has more distinct words and is less skewed resulting in longer table manipulation and reduction time. The hash function time of snb is 2.1–2.2× faster than that of knc-scalar because (1) a crc-based hash function is used in snb, which is 1.3× faster than xxHash in snb, and (2) snb is faster than knc when executing scalar instructions. Nevertheless, knc-vectorized achieves 6.3× and 10.7× simd speedups for each input set, resulting in 2.8× and 5.0× faster hash function times than snb. The simd speedup for Wikipedia is lower than that of Genome because the varying length of words incurs inefficiencies in simdification. The result implies the possibility of accelerating other hash-based applications using Xeon Phi. Compared to hash function computation, hash table manipulation is a memory intensive task, resulting in ≤ 1.2× simd speedups. Optimizations with gather/scatter instructions are also limited because hash table manipulation accesses scattered memory locations. In contrast, the hash function access contiguous memory locations.
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Related Work



When shared data are updated in an unpredictable pattern, a straightforward parallelization scheme is using atomic operations, such as compare-and-swap and fetch-and-add [30]. If the computation associated with updates is associative, we can use the privatization and reduction approach [27] to avoid the cost of atomic operations. In histogramming, we show that the approach with atomic operations can be faster when the target architecture provides a shared llc and private bins overflow the llc. We envision that the transactional memory feature [29] (available in the Haswell architecture) will provide yet another option, particularly useful when the number of bins is large so that the probability of conflict is low. Since parallelizing histogram is challenging particularly at the simd level, hardware supports have been proposed [6, 20]. In the gather-linked-and-scatter-conditional proposal [20],



scatter-conditional succeeds only for the simd lanes that have not been modified after the previous gather-linked (i.e., a vector version of load-linked and store-conditional). The updates for the unsuccessful parts can be retried through the mask bits resulted from the scatter-conditional. The following sections compare our approach with related work on cpus and gpus. We measure the performance of the related work on cpus on the Intel snb machine used in §5.



6.1



Comparison with related work on CPUs



Fixed-width numerical histograms. We first compare our R Integrated Performance Primitives (ipp), approach with Intel a widely used library for multi-media processing that is highly optimized for x86 architectures [33]. To exploit thread-level parallelism with ipp, OpenMP parallel section is used with private bins for numerical histograms. Since methods with private bins scale well when bins fit in the llc, we compare single-threaded performance with small enough number of bins. For 256 fixed-width bins, our approach achieves comparable performance (ours 1.2 vs. ipp 1.1 gups). Since ipp supports only 8 or 16-bit integers (ippiHistogramEven function), we use 16-bit integers as inputs for both. Even though ipp does not support more than 65536 bins yet, our implementation will outperform ipp when there are many bins (with shared bins) or when kncs are used (with gatherscatter instructions) because ours is optimized for multiple input types and target architectures.



Variable-width numerical histograms. For 256 and 32K variable-width bins, 11× speedup is realized: we achieve 0.22 and 0.086 gups respectively, while ipp achieves 0.02 and 0.008 gups. In addition, we compare our implementation with r, a widely used tool for statistical computation [15]. We measure the performance of the hist function in r by specifying breaks vector that represents the bin boundary. We compare the result with our variable-width method because the hist function does not support the fixed-width method explicitly. We also compare the result with the single core performance of our implementation because multi-threaded extension of the hist function is not supported in r. For 256 and 32K bins, our implementation is 200× and 40× faster than r, respectively.



Text histograms. We compare our approach with Intel Thread Building Block [28], and Phoenix, a MapReduce framework for SMP [35]. We run them on snb (shown in Fig. 10). In tbb, we use concurrent_unordered_map because it is faster than concurrent_hash_map, and we do not need concurrent removes for word count. We do not measure the pre-processing time of converting character buffers to C++ strings, and only measure the histogram construction time. Tbb is 3.46× and 2.45× slower than our snb implementation for Wikipedia and Genome, respectively. The larger speedup for Wikipedia is from fewer bins and skewed data that result in more contention when a shared data structure is used. A similar behavior is observed with fixed-width numerical histograms, where the private method becomes faster relative to the shared method with fewer bins or skewed data. For phoenix, we use the word count example provided in the phoenix suite. For fair comparison, we measure the time for reduce phase only, excluding map, merge, and sort



phases. Phoenix is 4.12× and 6.29× slower than our snb implementation.



6.2



Comparison with related work on GPUs



Numerical histograms. We also compare our result on knc with previous work using gpu, TRISH [10] and Cudahistogram [26]. For the 128 fixed-width bins with 32-bit input data, TRISH shows about 19 gups on GTX 480 while our implementation shows 17 gups. TRISH does not support more than 256 bins. Cuda-histogram does not report numbers for the 32-bit input data. They only reported numbers for 8-bit input data for less than 256 bins. On the other hand, for more than 256 bins, our implementation (17 gups) outperforms Cuda-histogram (12-16 gups) on Tesla M2070. Overall, GPU-based implementations do not show competitive performance consistently for a wide range of input types, and also are restrictive with respect to the input type and the number of bins. They use private bins that are later reduced. For fast memory accesses, gpu shared memory has to be used, and, due to its limited capacity, the maximum number of private bins each thread can have is 85. Therefore, in 256-bin implementations, a group of threads share bins and update them via atomic instructions, resulting in slowdown. In contrast, our histogram implementation supports various bin and input element types (although single-precision floating point numbers are mostly evaluated in this paper, our library also supports other types). There are other work on histogram construction on gpu but with slower performance than TRISH and Cuda-histogram. Nvidia Performance Primitives (npp) provide a parallel histogram implementation, but it only supports byte inputs and a limited number of fixed-width bins [23]. Gregg and Hazelwood [12] report the performance of npp histogram implementation as 2.6 gups for unit-width bins with [0, 64) and [0, 256) ranges in Tesla C2050. Shams and Kennedy [32] overcome the limitation of the npp histogram implementation such as a limited number of bins by scanning the input multiple times. Each time it updates a subset of bins. With 8800 gtx, they report 2.8 gups for 256 bins, but the performance drops quickly as more bins are used: e.g., 0.64 gups for 3K bins.



Text histograms. We compare our approach with mars, a MapReduce framework on GPUs [13]. We use a word count implementation provided in mars. It does not have a reduce phase. Instead, group phase processes the result of the map phase and gives the number of each word. Thus, we measure the execution time of the group phase only on Nvidia gtx 480 for fair comparison. It is 107× and 127× slower than our knc-vectorized implementation for Wikipedia and Genome, respectively. Note that mars sorts the result of its map phase in the group phase. This results in a significant overhead.
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Conclusions and Future Work



This paper presents versatile and scalable histogram methods that achieve competitive performances across a wide range of input types and target architectures via scalability with respect to the number of cores and simd width. We expect that a large fraction of techniques presented in this paper can be applied to more general reduction-heavy computations whose parallelization strategy is likely to be similar. We also show that, when the increasing compute



density of modern processors are efficiently utilized, the performance gap between fixed-width and variable-width histogramming can become as small as ∼2× for 256 bins, encouraging variable-width histogramming that can represent the input distribution more precisely. We show that manyTM R Xeon Phi coprocessors can achieve >2× throughcore Intel R processors for variable-width put than dual socket Xeon histograms, where instructions that facilitate efficient vectorization, such as gather-scatter and unpack load-pack store, play key roles. The gather-scatter instructions also greatly help speedup the hash function time in text histogram construction, and the same simd hash function implementation can be applied to other data-intensive applications that use hash functions. Based on the techniques presented in this paper, we implemented a publicly available histogram library [2]. We will improve the library so that it will be able to adapt at run time to a variety of different input types and target architectures. This library will significantly alleviate the burden of programmers in writing efficient histogramming code. We showed that our method for text histogram construction outperforms word counting implemented in Phoenix (a MapReduce framework for SMP), and we expect that our method can be applied to the reduce phase of other MapReduce applications.
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